Some robots can interact with humans using natural language, and identify service requests through humanrobot dialog. However, few robots are able to improve their language capabilities from this experience. In this paper, we develop a dialog agent for robots that is able to interpret user commands using a semantic parser, while asking clarification questions using a probabilistic dialog manager. This dialog agent is able to augment its knowledge base and improve its language capabilities by learning from dialog experiences, e.g., adding new entities and learning new ways of referring to existing entities. We have extensively evaluated our dialog system in simulation as well as with human participants through MTurk and real-robot platforms. We demonstrate that our dialog agent performs better in efficiency and accuracy in comparison to baseline learning agents. Demo video can be found at https://youtu.be/DFB3jbHBqYE
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robots have been extensively used to conduct tasks, such as guidance and object delivery, in the real world. Notable examples include the Amazon warehouse robots and the Relay robots from Savioke. However, these robots either work in human-forbidden environments, or have no interaction with humans except for obstacle avoidance. Researchers are developing mobile robot platforms that are able to interact with people in everyday, human-inhabited environments [1] - [4] . Some of the robot platforms can learn from the experience of human-robot interaction (HRI) to improve their language skills, e.g., learning new synonyms [5] , but none of them learn entirely new entities. This work aims at a multitask dialog management problem, where a robot simultaneously identifies service requests through humanrobot dialog and learns new entities from this experience to augment its internal knowledge base (KB). A robot dialog system typically includes at least three components for language understanding: state tracking, dialog management, and language synthesis. Our dialog agent includes the four components by further supporting dialogbased knowledge augmentation. Our dialog system is goaloriented, and aims at maximizing information gain. In this setting, people prefer dialog agents that are able to accurately identify human intention using fewer dialog turns.
Goal-oriented dialog systems are necessary for languagebased human-robot interaction because, in most cases, people cannot fully and accurately deliver information using a single dialog turn. Consider a service request of "Robot, please deliver a coffee to the conference room!" It is possible that the 1 Amiri, Goktolga, and Zhang are with SUNY Binghamton; samiri1@binghamton.edu 2 Bajracharya is with Cleveland State University 3 Thomason is with the University of Washington robot does not know which conference room the speaker is referring to, in which case it is necessary to ask clarification questions such as "Where should I deliver a coffee?" in order to perform the correct action. To further identify the service request, the robot might want to ask about the recipient as well: "For whom is the delivery?" Although such goaloriented dialog systems have been implemented on robots, few of them can learn to improve their language capabilities or augment their KB from the experience of human-robot conversations in the real world (details in Section II). 1 This work focuses on dialog-based robot knowledge augmentation, where the agent must identify when it is necessary to augment its KB and where in the KB to do that, as applied to our Segway-based mobile robot shown in Fig. 1 . In this paper, we develop a dual-track dialog manager to help the agent maintain a confidence level of how well the current dialog being supported by the KB, and accordingly decide to whether to augment its KB or not. After the agent becomes confident that new entities are necessary so as to make progress in the dialog, it decides where in the KB to add a new entity (e.g., a new item or a new person is being referred to by the user) by analyzing the flow of the dialog. As a result, our dialog agent is able to decide both when and how to augment its KB in a semantically meaningful way.
Our dialog system has been evaluated in simulation and in the real world. Results show that our dialog system performs better in service request identification (both efficiency and accuracy), in comparison to baselines that use predefined strategies. Human-subject experiments suggest that our knowledge augmentation component improves user 1 In comparison, there are dialog agents that aim at maximizing social engagement and prefer extended conversations, e.g., Microsoft XiaoIce, which are beyond the scope of this work. experience as well.
II. RELATED WORK
Researchers have developed algorithms for learning to interpret natural language commands [6]- [8] . Recent research enabled the co-learning of syntax and semantics of spatial language [9] , [10] . Although the systems support the learning of language skills, they do not have a dialog management component (implicitly assuming perfect language understanding), and hence do not readily support multi-turn communications.
Algorithms have been developed for dialog policy learning [11] - [13] . Recent research on Deep RL has enabled dialog agents to learn complex representations for dialog management [14] , [15] . The systems do not include a language parsing component. As a result, users can only communicate with their dialog agents using simple or predefined language patterns.
Mobile robot platforms have been equipped with semantic parsing and dialog management capabilities. After a task is identified in dialog, these robots are able to conduct service tasks using a task planner [3] , [16] , [17] . Although these works enable a robot to identify human requests via dialog, they do not enable learning from these experiences.
Dialog agents for mobile service robots have been developed for identifying service tasks such as human guidance and object delivery [5] , [18] . A dialog manager suggests language actions for asking clarification questions, and the agent is able to learn from human-robot conversations. These methods focus on learning to improve an agent's language capabilities, but do not augment its knowledge base in this process (i.e., only pre-defined people, objects, and environmental locations can be reasoned about by the robot). This work builds on the dialog agent implemented by [5] , and introduces a dual-track dialog-knowledge manager and a strategy for augmenting the robot's knowledge base.
There are other dialog agents that specifically aim at knowledge augmentation through human-robot dialog [19] , [20] . An instructable agent is able to learn new concepts and new procedural knowledge through human-robot dialog [21] . Recent work enabled a mobile robot to ground new concepts using visual-linguistic observations, e.g., to ground new word "box" given a command of "move to the box" by exploring the environment and hypothesizing potential new objects [22] . These agents are able to augment their knowledge bases through language-based interactions with humans. However, their dialog management components (if any) do not model the noise in language understanding. Researchers developed a robot dialog system that focuses on situated verb semantics learning [23] . Their dialog agent uses RL to learn a dialog management policy, and uses a semantic parser to process natural language inputs. A recent paper surveyed research on robot learning new tasks through natural language and action demonstration [24] . These works focused on learning the semantics of verbs, limiting the applicability of their knowledge augmentation approach. A recent work focuses on planning with open-world knowledge by reasoning about hypothetical objects while we focus more on modelling the language uncertainty [25] .
Our dialog agent is the first that together: 1) processes language inputs using a semantic parser to understand users' service requests, 2) leverages a dialog manager to account for the unreliability from the parser, and 3) augments its knowledge base using a knowledge manager.
III. DIALOG AGENT
In this section, we present our dialog agent that integrates a decision-theoretic dialog manager, and an informationtheoretic knowledge manager, as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
A. Dialog and Knowledge Management
Markov decision process (MDP) is a general sequential decision-making framework that can be used for planning under uncertainty [12] . Partially observable MDP (POMDP) [26] generalizes MDP to situations where ground truth world knowledge is fuzzy. POMDPs have been used for dialog management [27] , where the intentions of the interlocutors are latent. There are two interleaved control loops in our dialog agent, resulting in a dual-track controller. One track focuses on maintaining the dialog belief state, and suggests language actions to the agent. The other focuses on maintaining the belief of the current knowledge being (in)sufficient to complete the task, and suggests knowledge augmentation.
Our dialog agent is implemented on a mobile service robot that communicates with human users using natural language to identify service tasks in the form of < task, item, recipient > where the agent must efficiently and accurately identify the service request (with unreliable language understanding capabilities) while augmenting KB on an as-needed basis.
1) Dialog Management Track:
The dialog management POMDP includes the following components:
types (delivery and guidance in our case), S I is the set of items used in the task, S R is the set of recipients of the delivery, and term is the terminal state.
general "wh" questions, such as "Whom is this delivery for?" and "What item should I deliver?". A C includes confirming questions that expect yes/no answers. Reporting actions A R return the estimated human requests.
In our case, the dialog remains in the same state after question-asking actions, and reporting actions lead transitions to term deterministically.
The reward values are assigned as:
where r C and r W are the costs of confirming and general questions, in the form of negative, relatively small values; r + is a big bonus for correct reports; and r − is a big penalty (negative) for incorrect reports.
where Z T , Z I and Z R include observations of task type, item, and recipient respectively. z + and z − correspond to "yes" and " no". Our dialog agent takes in observations as semantic parses that have correspondence to elements in Z. Other parses, including the malformed ones, produce random observations (detailed shortly). • O : S ×A×Z ∪inapplicable is the observation function that specifies the probability of observing z ∈ Z in state s ∈ S, after taking action a ∈ A. Reporting actions yield the inapplicable observations. Our observation function models the noise in language understanding, e.g., the probability of correctly recognizing z + ("yes") is 0.8. The noise model is heuristically designed in this work, though it can be learned from real conversations. Solving this POMDP generates a policy π, which maps a belief to a language action (a ∈ A) that maximizes long-term information gain.
2) Knowledge Management Track: In addition to the dialog management POMDP, we have a knowledge management POMDP that monitors whether the agent's knowledge is sufficient to support estimating human intentions. The knowledge management POMDP formulation is similar to that for dialog management but includes entities for unknown items and recipients. The components of the knowledge management POMDP are: Fig. 3 . An example of parsing a service request sentence using CCG semantic parsing and λ calculus.
Transition and observation functions are generated accordingly and hence not listed.
At runtime, we maintain belief distributions for both tracks of POMDPs. Belief b of dialog POMDP is used for sequential decision making and dialog management, and belief b + of knowledge POMDP is only used for language augmentation purposes, i.e., determining when it is necessary to augment the KB. When observations are made (observation z ∈ Z), both beliefs are updated using the Bayes update rule [26] . In our dialog system, observations are made based on the language understanding using a semantic parser.
The dual-track controller identifies the first contribution of this work. We use a dual-track, instead of merging them to unify the action selection process, because the knowledge track is only used for the purpose of maintaining beliefs (not for action selection) and modeling the uncertainty of unknown entities in a single controller will result in unnecessarily long dialogs. Separating the two tracks reduces the learning complexity of the entire framework.
B. Language Understanding
In order to understand natural language and make observations for POMDPs, we use a semantic parser that builds on the Semantic Parsing Framework (SPF) described in [28] . The input of the semantic parser is natural language from human users, and the output is a list of possible parses for a given sentence. Using the semantic parser, the request in natural language is transformed to a formal representation compatible with the robot's internal KB. Figure 3 shows an example of the parser recognizing a sentence. It can reason over the ontology of the known words when it parses a sentence, e.g., james:pe and coffee:it. The dialog manager can use this information to translate from words to the corresponding observation for the question asked by the robot. If the language understanding fails (e.g., producing parses that are malformed or do not comply with the preceding questions), then a random observation from Z will be made for the unknown part of the request (introducing enough entropy to move the dialog along).
C. Domain Knowledge Representation
We use Answer Set Prolog (ASP) [29] , a declarative language, for knowledge representation. The agent's knowledge base (KB), in the form of an ASP program, includes rules in the form of: l 0 ← l 1 , · · · , l n , not l k , · · · , not l n+k where l's are literals that represent whether a statement is true. The right side of a rule is the body, and the left side is the head. The not symbol is called default negation, representing no evidence supporting a statement.
The KB of our agent includes a set of entities in ASP: {alice, sandwich, kitchen, office1, delivery, · · · }, where delivery specifies the task type. A set of predicates, such as {recipient, item, task, room}, are used for specifying a category for each object. As a result, we can use ASP rules to fully specify tasks, such as "deliver a coke to Alice": task(delivery). item(coke).
recipient(alice).
One can easily include more information into the ASPbased KB, such as rooms, positions of people, and a categorical tree of objects. Robot's KB is built on a lexicon that is a collection of information about the words of a language about the lexical categories. This ASP-based KB can be used for query responding and task planning purposes, where the query and/or task are specified by our dialog agent.
D. Algorithm for Knowledge Augmentation
We define a few functions before introducing the main algorithm for simultaneous dialog management and knowledge augmentation. We use entropy to measure the uncertainty level of the agent's belief distribution:
When the agent is (un)confident about the state, the entropy value is (high) low. In particular, a uniform belief distribution corresponds to the highest entropy level. We use entropy for the following two purposes in our algorithm. I) Rewording Service Request: If the belief entropy is higher than threshold h (meaning the agent is highly uncertain about the dialog state), we encourage the human user to state the entire request in one sentence. Otherwise, the dialog manager decides the flow of the conversation.
II) Entropy Fluctuation:
We introduce the concept of entropy fluctuation (EF):
where b is a belief queue that records dialog beliefs of the last three dialog turns, f (b) outputs true, if there is an EF in the last three beliefs (i.e., entropy of the second last is the highest or lowest among the three), and ⊕ is the xor operator. else if δ > ∆ then 10: Add (item or recipient) entity that is more likely 11: if f (b) is true then 12: δ ← δ + 1 13: if H(b) > h then 14: a ← "Please reword your service request" if a ∈ A C then 21:
Update b + based on observation o and action a 22: until s is term 23: return the request based on the last (reporting) action, and the (possibly updated) knowledge base.
Algorithm for Dialog-Knowledge Management: Algorithm 1 shows the main operation loop of the dialog system. M and M + are models for dialog-track and knowledgetrack control respectively; τ b is a probability threshold; h is an entropy threshold; and ∆ is a threshold over the number of EFs.
The algorithm starts by initializing the two beliefs with uniform distributions. δ, which counts the number of EFs, is initialized to 0. If the marginal probability overŝ R (or s I ) of knowledge belief b + is higher than threshold τ b , or the number of EFs is higher than ∆, we add a new entity into the KB. If the entropy of dialog belief is higher than h, then the agent asks for rewording the original service request. Otherwise, we use the dialog POMDP to maintain the dialog flow. Finally, the knowledge belief is only updated by confirming questions, which are able to invalidate agent hypothesis of unknown entities. The algorithm returns the request and the updated knowledge base. When adding a new entity, the agent explicitly asks the user to help specify the name of the unknown item (or person). The KB is updated along with the robot's lexicon for the semantic parser. The index for the unknown item or person is associated with the new entry. We utilized two functions to calculate the parameters τ b and ∆:
With the new knowledge added to KB, POMDPs are dynamically constructed so that the dialog can continue seamlessly, and the belief b is replaced with reinitialized b + . Fig. 4 . In this example, the user requested a Pop to a novel recipient, Dennis. The dialog agent understood Pop, but not Dennis (Turn 0), and it mistakenly observed Alice as the recipient. The user denied Alice (Turn 1), and confirmed pop (Turn 2). The conversation continued, as our dialog agent kept trying to identify the recipient, until the number of EFs crossed a threshold (5 in this case) in Turn 8. Accordingly, Dennis was added into the KB as a new recipient entity. The agent continued asking clarification questions while being aware of Dennis, until the dialog manager suggested the correct reporting action and delivers pop to Dennis. Although the clarification question may frustrate human, it makes the robot more confident in estimating human request. Fig. 4 illustrates an example dialog.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We have evaluated our dialog agent both in simulation and with human participants. When the user verbalizes the entire request, the agent receives a sequence of three (unreliable) observations on task, item and recipient in a row. Unreliable language understanding is modeled in POMDP observations, e.g., the agent can correctly recognize "coffee" with probability (0.8 in our case), and this probability decreases given more items in the KB. The reward of confirming questions is R C = −1.0, and the reward of wh-questions is R W = −1.5. The above settings were shared in experiments both in simulation and with human participants. POMDPs are solved using an off-the-shelf system [30] .
Experiments were mainly designed to evaluate the following hypotheses: Our algorithm is able to I) Efficiently and accurately identify whether there is the need for KB augmentation or not, in case there is the need; II) Augment KB with higher F1 score under the noise in language understanding; and III) Both augment KB and recognize human intention in the service request with higher success rate while minimizing QA cost.
We compared our algorithm with two learning baselines that use predefined strategies to update their KB: Baseline-I augments KB only when the marginal probability ofŝ R (ŝ I ) reaches τ b , and Baseline-II augments KB only when number of EF δ reaches threshold ∆.
Evaluation metrics used in the experiments consist of: QA cost, the total cost of QA actions; Accuracy, in an accurate trial, robot correctly identifies its KB entity inadequacy; Success rate, where a trial is deemed successful, if the service request is correctly identified and (if needed) the KB is correctly augmented; and Dialog reward, where QA cost and bonus/penalty are considered together. Focusing on the knowledge augmentation accuracy, we also use F1 score as a harmonic average of precision and recall in evaluation. 
A. Experiments in Simulation
To evaluate each of the hypotheses, we simulated 3,000 trials over various domain sizes. In each trial, a task, an item, and a recipient are sampled. |KB| is all possible combinations of item/recipient plus the terminal state. For instance, |KB| = 17 corresponds to a domain with 1 task, 4 items and 4 recipients. In the first experiment, we evaluated KB update accuracy versus the dialog turn in which the KB update has occurred (Hypothesis-I). Our algorithm consistently detects the need for KB augmentation earlier (fewer dialog turns) and with higher accuracy while baselines require longer conversations to figure out if they need a KB update (Fig. 5) .
We further evaluated whether the entity added to KB matches with the human intention or not (Hypothesis-II). As presented in Table I , our algorithm consistently maintains higher F1 score in comparison to other baseline agents in the medium sized KB. Finally, we evaluated how our algorithm is capable of both correct KB augmentation as well as correct execution of the task (Hypothesis-III). Figure 6 shows that, our agent consistently maintains higher dialog reward while achieving lower QA cost and higher overall success. As the domain size increases, the agent gives up asking further questions that results in lower overall success and reward.
B. Experiments with Human Participants
Twelve students of ages 19-30 volunteered to participate in an experiment where they asked the robot to conduct delivery tasks using the items and recipients shown in Fig. 7 . Two items and two recipient in the lists were unknown to the robot, resulting in about 49% (i.e., 1 − 5 7 × 5 7 ) of the service requests not requiring knowledge augmentation. The participants were not aware of this setting, and arbitrarily chose any item-recipient pair to form a delivery task. Each participant conducted the experiment in two (randomly ordered) trials, where the robot used our dialog agent and a baseline agent with a static KB respectively.
By the end of each dialog, each participant filled out a survey form that includes prompts: Q1, Task is easy to participants; Q2, Robot understood participant; Q3, Robot frustrated participant; Q4, Participant will use the robot in the future. The response choices range from 0 (Strongly disagree) to 4 (Strongly agree). Fig. 8 shows results from the survey papers, and Table II shows the average scores. At the 0.1 confidence level, our dialog agent performed significantly better in response for Q3 (frustrated) and Q4 (usefulness). There is no significance difference observed in responses to the other two questions.
a) Mechanical Turk Experiment: Experiments have been conducted with 103 human participants via MTurk. The setup was same as the robot experiment, except that we used a more challenging baseline. The baseline agent augments its KB after a fixed number of N dialog turns (N = 8 in our case). Each worker participated in only one trial (using our agent or the baseline, randomly selected). At a confidence level of 0.1, we found our agent to use significantly fewer dialog turns and achieve a significantly higher success rate Table III shows the dialog in a human-robot trial. 3 The semantic parser failed to correctly parse the request, because it did not know the meaning of get. As a result, the dialog agent made a random guess that is "Alice requesting hamburger". The robot asked again for clarification on what it should deliver. The user responded "coffee", making the robot confused between coffee and hamburger. The robot asked for confirmation about "hamburger", and got denied by the user. Although the user was explicitly guided to specify the recipient by names provided in Figure 7 , this participant used "me", an unknown word to the robot. When the robot heard "Nate" the first time, it could not understand, and mistakenly interpreted it as "Ellen". As a result, the agent confirmed "Ellen", and got denied. After the negative responses, it added (Nate) to its KB, and became confident about the request.
V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
We introduced a dialog agent that simultaneously supports human intention identification and knowledge augmentation on an as-needed basis. Experiments show that our dualtrack POMDP controller enables the agent to simultaneously conduct dialog and knowledge management. In comparison to a baseline that augments its knowledge base after a fixed number of turns, our dialog agent consistently produces higher overall dialog success. Experiments with human participants show that our agent is more successful in augmenting knowledge and estimating human intention, and people are more willing to use our system. In the future, we intend to improve our agent by minimizing the dialog duration (e.g. less double-checking attempts) as well as augmenting its knowledge with more complex structures, e.g., to model subclasses of items.
